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ABSTRACT
Query expansion is a useful retrieval mechanism for creating more
verbose queries from the users initial key word search. Query expan-
sion generally havemultiple parameters that allow the user to deine
how many terms and where those terms come from are introduced
to the expanded query. However, the idea that query expansion
may be introducing biases into the system by selecting terms from
overly retrievable documents has never been formally evaluated.
In this work, the relationship between performance and retriev-
ability bias is explored when various query expansion methods are
employed to aide retrieval. Several parameters are altered, indepen-
dently, to identify those that have an impact on bias. Parameters
altered include; Rocchio’s beta, length normalisation parameters,
the number of terms added and the number of documents those
terms are extracted from. The evaluation performed here identiies
a strong correlation between performance and retrievability bias,
suggesting that performance is increased by making the system
more biased thus more likely to pick terms from a set of overly
retrievable documents.
1 INTRODUCTION
Information Retrieval’s (IR) primary objective is to return all of the
most relevant information ordered in an useful way to a user, given
their information need. One function of an IR system is to infer a
users information need when provided with a few key words that
a user believes relects their search goal. However, these key words
often form a very vague query that could cover a massive range
of documents, thus methods have been developed to bolster the
users key words with additional content in the hopes that this new
query will identify the most relevant documents. A Query Expan-
sion (QE) mechanism must identify documents that are relevant to
the original query and extract new terms from these documents to
expand the user query with meaningful content. This new query
should then identify more relevant documents that satisfy the users
information need. Obviously, the documents selected are of vital
importance to the success of the method as terms extracted from
non-relevant documents may cause the query to drift from the
users intended information need. Ideally, the user would deem
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which documents are relevant to them and allow the QE mech-
anism to select the terms from them, however this is often not
possible and instead the QE must rely on some pseudo relevance
feedback (PRF) [8]. Pseudo relevance feedback assumes that the
top n documents are relevant and as such, important terms from
these documents will improve the users query. This technique can
lead to improved performance but it is pivotal that the terms are
extracted from the appropriate documents. To this end, QE can be
adjusted in various ways to alter the weightings terms receive as
well as how many terms are extracted and which documents are
taken into consideration.
Thismethod of query improvement clearly opens doors for biases
to creep into the system, for example, overly retrievable documents
may be given the opportunity to contribute terms which then in-
creases their relevance when the document may not be relevant to
the original query at all. Ideally, QE would select a relevant doc-
ument and extract important terms that steer the query towards
a specialised set of relevant documents that may not be easy to
retrieve with particular terms.
This work investigates the impact of QE on the relationship be-
tween retrievability bias and performance [10]. The main question
is whether the gain in performance that is often found is the result
of an increase in bias. Identifying the efect of QE on retrievability
bias, we can then correlate the bias with the performance metrics.
By doing so, we can infer whether the introduction (or reduction)
of bias in the system increases (or decreases) the performance of
the system and whether or not this is beneicial to the user.
2 BACKGROUND
Retrievability, a document centric evaluation method, has become a
popular method of evaluation in domains where system bias inlu-
ences retrieval. Retrievability, proposed by Azzopardi and Vinay [2],
provides an alternative view on how an IR system interacts with a
collection by evaluating how likely a document is to be retrieved
by a particular coniguration of an IR system. The retrievability r
of a document d with respect to the coniguration of an IR system
is deines as:
r(d) ∝
∑
q∈Q
f (kdq,c)
where q is a query from the large query set Q. kdq is the rank at
which d is retrieved given q, therefore the utility function f (kdq,c)
determines the score that document d attains for query q given the
rank cutof c. r(d) is calculated by summing over all queries q in
query set Q. Theoretically, Q represents the universe of all possible
queries, but in practice Q is very large set of queries [1, 2, 4, 5, 10].
The standard measure of retrievability used employs the utility
function f (kdq,c), such that if a document, d, is retrieved in the top
c documents given q, then f (kdq,c) = 1, otherwise f (kdq,c) = 0.
This measure provides an intuitive value for each document as it is
simply the number of times that the document is retrieved in the
top c documents. Documents falling outside the the top c attain no
scores.
To convert the r(d) for each document into a single value describ-
ing bias, inequality metrics that assess the distribution of wealth
in a population are used. However, the retrievability its this para-
digm as the documents retrievability can be considered its wealth
wealth and the collection is the population that the retrievability
is distributed amongst. The Gini Coeicient [6] is one inequality
metric that can be used to to calculate the level of inequality in a
population by comparing the distribution to the Lorenz Curve.
An interesting line of research emerging from the theory of re-
trievability is how performance metrics relate to retrievability bias.
Wilkie and Azzopardi have conducted several studies investigat-
ing this relationship [9ś11]. The irst of these works investigated
how retrievability bias related to both performance and document
lengths [9]. In this study, Wilkie and Azzopardi investigated how
altering the length normalisation parameters of the BM25 and PL2
retrieval models impacted both the performance and the bias that
the systems exerted upon the collection. Their indings indicated
that the relationship between bias and performance was non-linear
and that TREC performance metrics had a poor match up with
bias (i.e. the parameter where performance was at its highest was
not the parameter where the least amount of bias was found). In
a follow up study by Wilkie and Azzopardi, system ranking based
on performance and retrievability bias was performed [10]. The
results demonstrated a much stronger correlation between bias
and performance when a range of retrieval models were utilised.
They found that choosing a less biased retrieval system would
often improve performance while also reducing bias. From these
two studies it could be concluded that when choosing a retrieval
model, models which exert less bias are generally better performers.
However, when tuning the length normalisation parameter of a
retrieval model selecting the least bias setting for that parameter
will often not lead to optimal performance. In many cases, the dif-
ference in the best performance and performance at the least biased
setting was not signiicant however and so it was stated that the
least biased point of length normalisation is a good starting point
when tuning a system. A inal study by Wilkie and Azzopardi on
the relationship between bias and performance employed the use
of a large number of evaluation metrics including some recently
proposed metrics that were more user centric than TREC metrics.
Again, they investigated how altering the length normalisation pa-
rameter of retrieval models impacted the relationship between bias
and performance. They found that when employing metrics like
Time Biased Gain and U-Measure in almost all cases, the parameter
setting that minimised bias also maximised performance. Again
suspecting that the poor match up for TREC metrics occurred due
to length biases in the relevancy pools, the authors investigated
these pools and found that there was a strong length bias towards
longer documents in the relevancy pools of the TREC collections.
While the studies performed by Wilkie and Azzopardi were
conducted in the domain of ad hoc web and news search, Bashir
and Rauber have performed studies investigating retrievability bias
in the patent retrieval domain [3, 5]. In these studies, the authors
ind a stronger link between recall and retrievability bias than
what was observed by Wilkie and Azzopardi in ad-hoc search.
These results lead Bashir and Rauber to investigate methods of QE
which account for retrievability bias [4]. In this study, Bashir and
Rauber compare the bias of a number of competing retrieval models
and QE methods in a study to demonstrate how their new cluster
based QE method provides results that are less biased than all other
approaches compared. The authors work was motivated by the
inding that current QE methods would often increase retrievability
bias by extracting terms from the highly retrievable documents,
thus making them more retrievable. However, in their study the
QE methods investigated were only investigated on their default
settings and the performance of the methods was never evaluated.
Therefore, the relationship between bias and performance when
QE is performed remains completely unknown.
Converse to Bashir and Rauber, Pickens et al evaluated the perfor-
mance of the traditional QE methods against their new QE method,
the reverted index [7]. In this work, Pickens et al explored the pa-
rameter space of multiple QE methods and evaluated performance
at each setting to ind what the impact of altering each parameter
was.
Between the work of Bashir and Rauber, and the work of Pick-
ens et al there is an interesting gap in the literature about the
relationship between bias and performance when QE is employed
to improve performance. No previous work has explored the param-
eter space available in QE and quantiied both bias and performance
to determine whether QE improves performance by employing a
more biased retrieval model or if its success is due to a reduction in
bias.
3 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
3.1 Research Questions
The hypothesis of this study states that performing QE during
retrieval leads to increases in retrievability bias. This work seeks
to answer several research questions in the following experiments.
The irst question investigates how altering length normalisation
in retrieval model impacts both bias and performance. Previous
work by Wilkie and Azzopardi [11] has shown that employing the
length normalisation setting that minimises bias does not maximise
performance. As such, in QE we expect that due to there being
two rounds of retrieval under the one system that the bias may be
compounded and biased systems will introduce larger biases. The
next question concerns how much weight should be applied to the
new expansion terms compared with the original query terms. Does
weighting the original query terms lower than the expansion terms
introduces more bias to the system as the expansion terms are being
extracted from documents which may be highly retrievable, thus
bolstering the retrievability of these already retrievable documents?
The next research question investigates the length of the queries
that are issues to the retrieval system. As QE adds new terms to the
original query, we investigate whether generating longer queries
using QE actually increases biases as longer documents have more
chance to match more terms. Finally, the work explores the impact
that the number of documents the QE terms are extracted from
has on the performance and bias relationship. It is posited that
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Figure 1: Plots of Gini vs. MAP Altering the b parameter of BM25 (Left & Middle). The larger points indicate b = 0.0. And plots
of Average r(d) vs. b for BM25 using Bo1 expansion on T123 (Right).
using more documents from the rankings should help lower bias by
utilising a larger sample of documents which would allow for more
diverse terms to be generated for the expanded query. Following
is the experimental methodology employed to achieve the results
required for this investigation.
3.2 Data and Materials
Collections The experiments were performed on three TREC test
collections: two news collections, TREC123 (T123) and Associated
Press (AP), and one web collection; .Gov (DG). Each collection was
indexed on Terrier1 with stop words removed and Porter Stemming.
Retrieval Models Experiments were performed using 3 common
retrieval models implemented in Terrier: BM25, DPH and TF.IDF.
For the parameterised BM25 model, only the b parameter was al-
tered as it inluences length normalisation, leaving the remaining
parameters of BM25 to their default values (k1 = 1.2 and k3 = 8).
These models were selected to it a range of proiles of performance
and bias.
Query Expansion Models Experiments were performed using
two common query expansion models, KullbackâĂŞLeibler diver-
gence (KL) and Bose-Einstein (Bo1). These models both feature
a suite of tuneable parameters. The irst of these parameters is
the Rocchio’s beta, a parameter that is used to alter the weighting
applied to the original query terms and the new expanded terms.
Parameters specifying how many terms should be extracted and
from how many documents these terms are to be selected from
were also altered for the corresponding research questions.
Performance and Retrievability Bias To measure the perfor-
mance in each of the experiments Mean Average Precision (MAP)
was used. The retrievability bias was quantiied using the Gini
Coeicient similar to previous studies [2, 4, 11]. To quantify the
bias of the system these steps are followed: irst, generate a very
large set of bigrams for each collection using automatic extraction
where bigrams which occur at least 20 times were selected. Next,
launch this query set for the corresponding collection and compute
the document retrievability scores. Following this, Gini is used to
compute the bias of the system using the r(d) scores. This outputs a
1http://terrier.org/
decimal between 0 and 1 that represents the level of bias the system
exerts on the collection, this can then be used to compare systems.
3.3 Experiments
Experiment 1:Altering theParameters of theRetrievalModel
The irst experiment altered the b parameter between the bounds
of 0 and 1, traversing the space in steps of 0.1 (i.e 0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9,
1). Additionally, in these experiments Bo1 and KL were used with
their parameters at default values of: Rocchio′sβ = 0.4, extracting
10 terms for expansion from the top 3 documents.
Experiment 2: Altering Rocchio’s Beta in the QEMethod The
second experiment consisted of altering the Rocchio’s Beta for the
employed QE method on each of the retrieval models. As BM25 has
the adjustable b parameter, for the remaining experiments it was
ixed to b = 0.7. For QE, 10 terms were extracted from the top 3
documents.
Experiment 3: Altering the Number of Terms for Expansion
The third experiment again utilised both QE methods on the 3
retrieval models similar to the previous experiment. In this exper-
iment, Rocchio’s Beta was set to 0.4 while the number of terms
extracted was explored. In each run, a diferent number of expan-
sion terms were selected from the top 3 documents. The number of
terms extracted were: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25 and 50.
This approach replicated some of the experiments performed by
Pickens (et al) [7] where performance was evaluated. We will also
evaluate retrievability bias, an evaluation that has not previously
been performed.
Experiment 4: Altering the Number of Documents for Ex-
pansion The inal experiment follows the same method as Experi-
ment 3 however, the number of documents that terms are extracted
from are altered. 10 terms are extracted from a varying number
from the top x documents (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25,
50).
4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The results of the experiments are presented in this section, how-
ever for brevity, focus is placed on the results of T123 as similar
patterns are observed on the other collections. When increasing
the b parameter for length normalisation in BM25 using the Bo1
and KL QE methods, results similar to those observed by Wilkie
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Figure 2: Plots of Gini vs. MAP for BM25, DPH and TF.IDF when varying Rocchio’s Beta (Left), the number of documents for
expansion (Middle) or the number of terms for expansion (Right). The larger points towards the left of each graph indicate
the smallest settings.
and Azzopardi when no QE was performed [9] were evident in the
left and middle plots of Figure 1. In terms of MAP, from b = 0.0 (the
poorest performing point on the graph) there is a steady increase
in MAP until the maximum MAP is found at b = 0.3 for T123 and
b = 0.7 for DG for both Bo1 and KL. The diference here can be
attributed to the variance in length between the collections and
that DG has an average document length of 1108 compared with
T123 of 439 meaning more length normalisation must be applied to
DG to improve performance (thus a higher value of b). In terms of
bias there is a steady decrease from b = 0.0, the most biased point,
until the minimum point of bias of b = 0.9 for T123 and b = 1.0 on
DG for both QE methods. Obviously, the point of minimum bias
does not coincide with the point of maximum performance, also
observed by Wilkie and Azzopardi. The rightmost plot of Figure 1
demonstrates how at low settings of b, the models apply very high
retrievability to relevant documents making the rest of the collec-
tion unretrievable. As these low b settings do not correspond with
high performance scores, it is evident that a small set of the relevant
documents are receiving huge r (d ) scores, dragging the average up
(supported by the standard deviation at b = 0.0 of 2600 compared
to 8 at b = 1.0) as this is a small set of the whole collection.
For the second experiment where the Rocchio’s Beta was al-
tered, results are shown in the left plot of Figure 2. In all cases,
an increase in Rocchio’s β leads to improvements in performance
however, gains are diminishing. In terms of bias for this experi-
ment, for BM25 and DPH a direct correlation between performance
and retrievability bias is observed, signifying that as performance
improves, bias also increases.
The central plot of Figure 2 shows how the indings agree with
Pickens et al [7] in that there is a constant increase in MAP as we
add more terms for expansion. Similar to the inding in the previous
experiment, there is a corresponding rise in bias as performance
increases. Again, suggesting that the terms extracted are relevant
but are causing the retrieval system to focus on a smaller set of
documents thanwhen donewithout QE. The Rocchio’s Beta appears
to have most impact on performance while the number of terms
has the biggest impact on bias.
The inal experiment yields very similar indings to the previous
two experiments where a steady rise in MAP and a corresponding
rise in bias is observed as more documents become available to
select terms from.
5 CONCLUSION
Given the results presented, the following conclusions about QE’s
efect on retrievability bias and performance can be drawn. In-
creases in the number of terms and number of top documents used
to extract the terms leads to increases in MAP as well as in bias,
meaning the system is selecting useful terms for expansion but in
doing so, is narrowing the set of documents that can be retrieved
to a subset of the collection. Altering Rocchio’s beta on each model,
it was again evident that applying higher weight to the expansion
terms lead to improvements in MAP and increases in bias. Finally,
altering the b parameter for BM25 provided results that relect
previous indings when no QE is performed where no match up
between maximum performance and minimum bias appears. These
indings suggest that the efectiveness of QE is in part, linked with
an increase in bias associated with the system.
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